
To Who It may Concern, 
  
Having already written a submission, i must again put forward my feelings once 
again about the disgraceful lack of consultation and treatment of hills residents.  For the 
last two days i have been woken at 1am, 2am and 5am by a number of noisy planes 
flying over our house.  The noise is loud and disturbing and now that the summer is 
coming to an end, this will be nearly a daily occurence.  We are then forced to endure 
up to seventy planes flying above us each day..noisy, annoying, intrusive polution of the 
peace and quiet we moved here for. 
  
I cannot stand it for another 6 months, the constant noise, we had already decided to 
sell our home because of this and we will be putting it on the market in the next few 
weeks.  It is a disgrace to put people through this when they purposefully bought houses 
in areas not affected by flight paths, to then move the flight paths without any 
consultation, notice or compensation for the fall in house value we are likely to 
suffer...shame on you air services.  We have three young children who we will be 
uprooting and moving probably to a rental property to escape the noise. 
  
I attach a link from the UK about the consultation process which is normal and shows 
some respect for the people who's lives are due to be affected by proposed movements 
of flight paths at Heathrow.  Perhaps Air services Australia could learn something from a 
democratic society such as the UK and not the communist state of affairs which they 
adopt here! 
  
http://www.direct.gov.uk/en/Nl1/Newsroom/DG_072743 
  
http://www.consultation.nats.co.uk/mapintro/6/how_this_affects_you.html 
  
  
Its all about consultation and involving the public, not bringing in changes to something 
so important as flight paths overnight and in secret.  Oh and the excuse that it is to do 
with the military at Pearce...please, how do countries with a number of airbases in a city 
with maybe two international airports cope with sharing airspace without having to 
change flight paths, and in places far busier and smaller than Perth?  This excuse is 
complete rubbish, these changes in flight paths have been done to save airlines money 
in fuel and that is it..again Shame on You. 
  
From a very angry and tired Hills resident. 
  
Fiona Zahra 
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